General Assembly Third Committee


Topic: Rights of peoples to self-determination

Affirming that this issue is causing acts of violence,

Alarmed by the way everyone is treating each other,

Convinced that this problem is controversial,

Deeply concerned by the number of countries that are denying their citizens the right to self-determination,

Having received no doubt that this problem is getting worse every day,

Noting with deep concern that innocent people are being forced to flee their country due to violence that a lack of self-determination sometimes causes,

Fully aware that many cultural and ethnic groups in a country are not getting the right to self-determination due to the government of these countries not wanting to lose land and valuable resources,
Fully aware that this issue can be solved but for it to be solved the government needs to put more resources into providing for the self-determining groups,

Keeping in mind that agreeing on a solution and if the solution isn’t agreed on then agree to split up,

1. Requests that peacemakers go to self-determining countries as representatives to establish peace;

2. Accepts the idea for the UN to have a step by step plan for peaceful transitions into self-determination;

3. Requests for the government to listen to the opinions of the country’s people’s right to self-determining and etc.;

4. Calls upon the international community to provide more support to reduce the amount of migration;

5. Encourages the idea of teaching the Declaration of Human Rights in schools and academies world-wide;

6. Encourages the government to give the disabled peoples, LGBT+, and other ethnic groups a chance at government positions;

7. Supports countries trying to help resolve conflict between self-determining countries;

8. Further requests the UN re-establish the trustee-ship council;

9. Endorses economic sanctions on countries that are abusing the right to self-determination by attempting to become a country just to be its own nation;

10. Accepts votes for the government to let any citizen who wants to self-determine in the country.